For help with **Math for Elementary Teachers** see:
any math tutor

For help with **Discrete Math** see:
Brooke, Donovan, Jack, Mel, Zach

For help with **Differential Equations** see:
Alix, Colin, Donovan, Hetal, Jack, Lawrence, Ryan, Zach

For help with **Linear Algebra** see:
Alix, Donovan, Hetal, Jack, Lawrence, Mel, Zach

For help with **Number Theory** see:
Donovan, Jack, Mel, Zach

For help with **Intro to Analysis** see:
Donovan, Jack, Mel

For help with **Math Statistics (Prob & Stats)** see:
Jack, Tori

For help with **Physics 1** see:
Alix, Autumn, Bryan, Colin, Lawrence, Ryan

**Physics 2**
Alix, Autumn, Colin, Lawrence, Ryan

**Physics 3**
Alix, Autumn*, Lawrence*, Ryan*
*May also support upper-division Physics courses

For help with **Matlab** see:
Lawrence, Tori

For help with **Electrical Engineering** see:
tutors in Engineering 232

For help with **Mechanical Engineering** see:
tutors in Osborne A208